
Twenty-fifth Sunday in Ordinary Time--Cycle "B"–2021--St. Leonard 10:30 & online 
Wisdom 2:12,17-20;  Psalm 54:3-4, 5, 6-8;  James 3:16-4:3;  Mark 9:30-37 

 
I.  Introduction 
    A.  George Washington Carver, the scientist who developed hundreds of useful products from the 

peanut, once said: “When I was young, I said to God, ‘God, tell me the mystery of the universe.’ 
But God answered, ‘That knowledge is reserved for me alone.’ So I said, ‘God, tell me the 
mystery of the peanut.’ Then God said, ‘Well, George, that’s more nearly your size.’ And He told 
me.” (Kayala blog) 

 
    B.  I think that’s a good quote with which to begin thinking about humility. Carver was a great man, 

who did much good for society. But he also knew where his greatness came from and his limits. 
 
    C.  True humility flows from those two realizations: that all we are and all we are able to do is 

ultimately a gift from God and that, no matter how wise or successful we are, we all have 
limitations. 

 
II.  From God but Not God 
    A.  Another way to say that, perhaps, is that we are all gifted by God but we are not God. 

Remembering those two truths can keep us grounded in true humility. Humility does not deny 
our talents or our efforts; it accepts proper praise and gratitude for them. But it also remembers 
that it’s all gift and that the ultimate praise and gratitude belongs to God. 

 
    B.  We all seem to have a natural instinct to want to be God. We want the world to revolve around us 

and everybody to think and act as we do or as we think they should. I might be wrong, but I 
suspect that is a universal temptation. It’s understandable, because each of us stands at the 
center of our personal universe. Everything else is around us—whether near or far. We all start 
with the perspective that we are the center of everything. 

 
    C.  That is not true, of course, but it’s a natural mistake. Just as humanity had to learn from Galileo 

that the earth was not the center of the universe, so we each have to learn that we are not the 
center of the universe either. 

 
III.  Source of Many Evils 
    A.  But even when we know that truth, the mistake is insidious. It creeps back into our thinking and 

acting without us realizing it. Think about our first reading today. Why do the wicked attack the 
prophet? They admit it openly: “he sets himself against our doings, reproaches us for 
transgressions of the law and charges us with violations of our training.” They don’t want 
anybody around who reminds them that God is ultimately in charge of the universe. They want 
to be God, to do whatever pleases them without accountability. We can find lots of people like 
that in our world today. And it’s a temptation each of us carries inside us. Even if we don’t act on 
it, we are continually tempted to see life as if we were in charge. 

 
    B.  The Letter of James speaks of the sad results of our passions or desires: “Where do the wars and 

where do the conflicts among you come from? Is it not from your passions that make war within 
your members? You covet but do not possess. You kill and envy but you cannot obtain; you 
fight and wage war. You do not possess because you do not ask. You ask but do not receive, 
because you ask wrongly, to spend it on your passions.” All those evils flow from the sin of 
insisting on “me first,” my wants and desires over the rights and needs of others. 

 



    C.  As the Gospel today reminds us, even Jesus’ disciples had this problem. While Jesus is 
predicting his coming suffering and death and resurrection, they are arguing over who among 
them is the most important. 

 
IV.  Being the Least 
    A.  And how does Jesus respond? Once again, he’s turning the world upside down, but the disciples 

are not getting it. So he tries using a visual aid to make his point. He puts a child in the middle of 
the group. 

 
    B.  Now we can easily miss the point here. We tend to think of children as very important in our 

families and in society. They are often cute and cuddly and fun. We value them highly, but it 
was not that way in the time of Jesus. John Pilch reminds us how children were viewed then: 
“Within the family and the community, the child had next to no status. A minor child was 
considered equal to a slave. Only after reaching maturity did a child become a free person with 
rights to inherit the family estate.” And remember that most children in those days died before 
reaching maturity. Even in the Middle Ages, “Thomas Aquinas taught that in a raging fire a 
husband was obliged to save his father first, then his mother, next his wife, and last of all his 
young child. When a famine came upon the land, children would be fed last, after the adults.” 
(liturgy.slu.edu, Sept. 19, 2021) 

 
    C.  So the visual aid Jesus chooses is one of the lowest of the low, one of the least important people 

in society. But Jesus urges us to serve the lowest. Pope Francis explains: “Who is the most 
important in the Church? The Pope, the bishops, the monsignors, the cardinals, the pastors of 
the most beautiful parishes, the presidents of lay associations? No! The greatest in the Church 
are those who make themselves servants of all, those who serve everyone, not those who have 
titles. 
“And to help us understand this, he took a child and placed him in their midst; and embracing 
him with tenderness—because Jesus spoke with tenderness, he had so much of it—he said to 
them, “whoever receives a child, receives me.” That is, whoever welcomes the most humble, is 
the one who serves the most. This is the path. There is only one path against the spirit of the 
world: humility. Serving others, choosing the last place, not climbing the ladder.” (Mass at Casa 
Marta, Feb. 25, 2020) 

 
    D.  So if a child is among the least important, ranking only as high as a slave, then Jesus is telling us 

we need to be the servant of the slave. We can’t get much lower than that!  
 
V.  Conclusion: The Greatest and the Least 
    A.  But maybe that still misses the point. It’s still ranking people as greatest and least, most important 

and least important. And that’s not how God sees things. Jesus is really reminding us that 
ultimately we are all the same—all loved by God and all not God! 

 
    B  The Evangelical pastor Tony Campolo used to say, "If you ever start to feel proud, thinking that 

you are somebody great, just remember that soon after your body has been lowered into the 
grave, your family & friends will be eating potato salad and telling jokes, and you’ll be history." 

 
    C.  Beginning life as a little child or ending it at the moment of death, we are all the same in God’s 

eyes. That’s the basis of true humility. Each of us, every person on earth, is loved by God. Each 
of us is immensely important in God’s eyes. But none of us is more important to God than 
anyone else. Keeping that perspective in mind will lead us to cherish each person and serve 
others without worrying about who is the greatest. We all are! 


